AGENDA
JAMES CITY COUNTY DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
Building A Large Conference Room
101 Mounts Bay Road, WIlliamsburg, VA 23185
April 27, 2016
4:00 PM

A.

CALL TO ORDER

B.

ROLL CALL

C.

MINUTES
1.

February 24, 2016

D.

OLD BUSINESS

E.

NEW BUSINESS
1.

F.

SITE PLAN-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion

ADJOURNMENT

AGENDA ITEM NO. C.1.
ITEM SUMMARY

DATE:

4/27/2016

TO:

The Development Review Committee

FROM:

Minutes from the February 24, 2016 Development Review Committee Meeting

SUBJECT:

ATTACHMENTS:
Description
minutes

REVIEWERS:
Department
Development Review
Committee
Development Review
Committee
Publication Management
Development Review
Committee

Type
Minutes

Reviewer

Action

Date

Johnson, Chris

Approved

4/22/2016 - 3:48 PM

Secretary, DRC

Approved

4/22/2016 - 3:50 PM

Burcham, Nan

Approved

4/22/2016 - 3:54 PM

Secretary, DRC

Approved

4/22/2016 - 3:56 PM

MINUTES
JAMES CITY COUNTY DEVELOPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING
County Government Center Building A
101 Mounts Bay Road, Williamsburg, VA 23185
February 24, 2016
4:00 PM

1.

ROLL CALL
Present:
Robin Bledsoe
Tim O’Connor
Chris Basic
John Wright

Staff Present:
Paul Holt, Planning Director
Jose Ribeiro, Senior Planner II
Ellen Cook, Planner II
Chris Johnson, Principal Planner

Other:
Tim Trant
Brian Staub
John Carnifax
Jason Grimes
Chris Haywood
Mr. Chris Basic called the meeting to order.
Ms. Robin Bledsoe moved to approve the minutes from the January 27, 2016 meeting. The minutes were
approved 3-0-1 (Mr. Basic abstaining).
2.

ITEMS FOR DRC ACTION
C-0008-2016. Williamsburg Indoor Sports Complex (WISC) Aquatic Center
Mr. Jose Ribeiro stated that Mr. Chris Haywood has submitted a conceptual plan proposing the addition
of two indoor swimming pools and associated office/locker room facilities to the Williamsburg Indoor
Sports Complex. Mr. Ribeiro stated that the application is being considered by the DRC for a master plan
consistency determination in accordance with the adopted Special Use Permit and Master Plan for the
Warhill Sports Complex. Mr. Ribeiro indicated that staff has evaluated this proposal and found the use to
be compatible with the current use of the property and that it does not change the basic concept or
character of the Warhill Sports Complex. Mr. Ribeiro recommended the DRC recommend approval of the
request contingent on the proposed improvements being located outside Resource Protection Areas
(RPAs) and the 150-foot property line buffer.
Ms. Bledsoe asked staff to confirm that the proposed facilities would be used for swimming practice and
meets.
Mr. Ribeiro stated that it would be used for swimming practice and meets, but deferred the question to the
applicant.
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Mr. John Carnifax, Director of Parks & Recreation, stated that the facilities will be used by Williamsburg
Indoor Sports Complex (WISC) members, but it would also be open for competitive swim teams and that
the three surrounding high schools would likely use the facility for practice and meets.
Ms. Bledsoe asked if there would be adequate seating capacity and space for families for the swim meets.
Mr. Carnifax indicating that they were working on a plan to provide space for at least 200 people to sit on
bleachers. He stated that the bleachers would probably increase the total footprint of the proposed facility
by an additional 16 feet in width.
Mr. John Wright expressed concern that the construction of the proposed facility could impact the exiting
trail.
Mr. Carnifax stated that the construction of the facility would not have any impact on the trail use and that
Parks & Recreation would be involved in the final design of the facility and that they would ensure that it
was aesthetically pleasing on the outside and also screened in certain areas to protect viewsheds. Mr.
Carnifax also stated that this project is a good private/public partnership and positive for the community
and that it could allow the private sector to come in and keep the County from having to build a new
swimming pool at least for the near future.
Mr. Wright asked if the proposed facility would be financed with revenue from user fees.
Mr. Carnifax answered that the new facility would operate under the WISC user fee format and that
WISC also honors all Parks & Recreation financial assistance program to citizens; therefore, if someone
currently on a Parks & Recreation program qualifies for a reduction in user fees, WISC would honor that
reduction also.
Mr. Tim O’Connor asked where in the County a separate swimming pool could be located.
Mr. Carnifax stated that a feasibility study was prepared in 2001 and that Parks & Recreation investigated
the possibility of a swimming pool at the Warhill site and the Rec Center site by turning the existing pool
into a family leisure pool and adding a 25- or 50-meter pool. It was determined that adding a pool at the
existing Rec Center would be the most cost-effective approach for the County as no additional
administrative staff would be required to be hired. The challenge with the location of the existing
swimming pool in the Rec Center is that there is a generator and ball fields located in the back of the
existing building. However, now that Parks & Recreation owns the water tower site, it provides more
flexibility as to the potential location of another swimming pool.
Mr. O’Connor stated that plans for an additional swimming pool at the Rec Center were not in the near
future.
Mr. Carnifax concurred and stated that part of the community desires a larger 50-meter pool and that the
County completed a study a couple of years ago regarding the financial impacts of operating both a large
gymnasium, and a pool facility and that most aquatic centers do not generate enough revenue to support
operating costs.
Ms. Bledsoe asked Mr. Paul Holt about the increase in traffic and impacts to Longhill.
Mr. Holt stated that if schools continue to offer swimming practices early in the morning there should not
be an immediate conflict with the morning peak hour. The swim season is typically in the winter and it
should not be expected to overlap with other recreational uses such as soccer and baseball. The proposed
swimming facility is not expected to generate a need for improvements either on Longhill or Opportunity
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Way Roads. The County will be completing a comprehensive update to the traffic impact study for the
Warhill site and this proposal and any other future buildout of facilities on the Parks & Recreation Master
Plan which has not yet been constructed. This study was last updated in 2007 and 2009. Mr. Holt also
stated that as part of the traffic study, questions such as does the connector road remain seasonal or does it
become open full-time to serve as a safety feature must be considered.
Ms. Bledsoe stated that traffic impacts were considered as part of the master plan for the Warhill Complex
site and if the traffic impact analysis being updated will provide any surprising results.
Mr. Holt stated that there should not be any surprises for this proposed facility. Most of that traffic
demand comes when larger tournaments letting out vehicular traffic all at the same time.
Mr. Basic stated that he had concerns about traffic, but understood that there would not be a direct conflict
with the typical peak hour analysis. Mr. Basic stated that the proposed swimming pool facility is
something that the community needs and that the issue for DRC consideration is whether or not this
proposal is consistent with the approved master plan for the Warhill Complex. Mr. Basic stated that he
thought the proposed use is consistent with the adopted master plan. However, his main concern is traffic
and based on his experience, there are existing traffic problems at the Warhill site outside of the peak
hours. Mr. Basic was concerned regarding the impacts of 200 or more cars associated with the proposed
swimming facility would have on traffic.
Mr. Carnifax stated that they count traffic coming in and out of the site on both sides so they have traffic
information at the different hours of the day, and that the proposed swimming facility should have no
impact to what is presently experienced at the site with traffic congestion. Mr. Carnifax stated that Parks
& Recreation has an operational agreement with WISC and other partner groups and do have a say in
operational issues such as the different starting times of certain recreational activities.
Mr. Basic stated that he agreed the proposed swimming pool facility would not necessarily create traffic
issues, but that in conjunction with other recreational activates such as soccer, baseball, it could
occasionally create traffic problems.
Ms. Bledsoe stated that there is a perception that the proposed swimming facility will add to traffic
problems and she shared Mr. Basic’s concerns regarding traffic.
Mr. Carnifax stated that based on initial discussion with their consultant the only improvements to be
made are on Longhill Road. There have been discussions about a signalized intersection, but that would
not solve traffic problems on Saturdays or Sunday when big sports events happen. Mr. Carnifax stated
that it falls upon the operational aspects to provide solutions such as a police officer to control traffic at
certain times.
Mr. O’Connor stated that his concern was less about traffic and more about speed limit. The speed limit
on Longhill Road is 45 m.p.h., but many vehicles are driving at a faster pace.
Ms. Bledsoe stated that the proposed swimming pool facility is necessary for the community and that it is
not inconsistent with the Adopted Master Plan and that there will be a traffic study for any future
expansion on the site.
Mr. Holt confirmed that the traffic study is on-going.
Mr. Wright asked for the expected project conclusion date.
Mr. Carnifax indicated that they were expecting to conclude the project either fall or winter of next year.
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Ms. Bledsoe made a motion to approve the master plan consistency request.
Mr. Wright second the motion and the request was approved 4-0.
Mr. Ribeiro clarified that the approval was for the master plan consistency contingent on the swimming
pool facility being located outside the 150-foot buffer and the RPA.
The DRC members concurred.
3.

ITEMS FOR DRC CONSIDERATION
C-0013-2016. 4450 Powhatan Parkway, Senior Housing
Ms. Ellen Cook stated that Mr. Tim Trant has submitted a conceptual plan which proposes 146 units of
independent senior living on property located at 4450 Powhatan Parkway. The applicant has requested
DRC comments on the proposed development concept.
Mr. Tim Trant introduced Mr. Brian Staub and provided a brief overview of the proposed project.
Mr. Brian Staub stated that Marlyn Development has developed seven similar communities in recent
years, six in Hampton Roads. He stated that its model allows for affordability and that past projects have
drawn 70% local residents.
Mr. Trant stated that the current proposal before the DRC is modeled on recent projects in Phoebus in
Hampton, which have 136 units.
Mr. Staub indicated that the company’s developments do provide a lot of amenities such as an arts and
crafts room and a beauty salon. He noted that the buildings have secure access with interior hallways.
These amenities are provided to support a high quality of life for the residents.
Ms. Bledsoe inquired how this proposal was similar or different from other senior housing communities,
noting that it appeared to address a different demographic.
Mr. Trant concurred with Ms. Bledsoe, noting that compared to some other communities this would allow
seniors to live in a building with many amenities, but without some of the timeframe and financial
commitments found elsewhere. This model could be a step between maintaining a separate individual
household and a possible more supportive environment in the future.
Mr. Wright inquired if the community would be age-restricted, and if so, what would occur if an occupant
became the guardian of a child.
Mr. Staub stated that it would be age restricted. Given the legal structure of these types of communities, a
person would not be able to continue to reside there if they became a guardian.
Ms. Bledsoe asked what the ballpark cost of renting one of the units would be.
Mr. Staub stated it could be a range, but cited a figure of approximately $1,200.
Mr. Trant stated that following the model of the company’s development in Hampton, the project would
likely include 20% affordable housing.
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Ms. Bledsoe recommended viewing the information and video regarding the recently completed James
City County 2016 Housing Condition Study.
Mr. Staub stated that the Hampton project included units affordable to households at 50% of Area Median
Income, which equates to rents in the $600s. He noted that these units had similar finishes and were very
comparable with the market rate units.
Mr. Wright asked how many cars the community was likely to have.
Mr. Trant provided some background information about the history of the site and project. He noted that
current proposal for 146 units was less than the 165 units that had been initially been indicated by the pro
forma given the large parcel size and central location. This would have resulted in a gross density above
four units per acre, and a concurrent Comprehensive Plan designation change had been considered.
However, after further reflection and adjustments, the unit number was lowered so the density could be
within the range recommended by the Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Trant noted that a change to Planned Unit
Development - Residential was being considered, and that the concept provided to the DRC shows the
footprint of the Phoebus building on this property. Mr. Trant explained that the property had previously
been intended for a school which ultimately located elsewhere, so the access road, Powhatan Parkway,
had been designed and built to accommodate this level of traffic. Mr. Trant indicated that the trip
generation per ITE was 40 trips in the peak hour.
Mr. Staub stated that in their other communities, they generally had less than 1 car per unit. He indicated
that the residents often do not drive during the peak hour and often take the van service.
Mr. Trant stated that they will have community outreach, and expects that residents will have some
concerns about traffic.
Mr. Chris Basic indicated that he was glad they recognized that traffic may be an issue. He asked how
many employees there would be and how that affected traffic.
Mr. Trant stated that the employee trips were included in the ITE figure.
Mr. Basic asked if there would be food service.
Mr. Staub replied that the residents would cook for themselves.
Mr. Trant stated that they have looked at trip generation from Shorewood Cove and found trips to be
somewhat lower than the ITE. Shorewood Cove is located in a similar location to this site in terms of
likely use of vehicles versus pedestrian trips.
Mr. O’Connor commented on this property being the subject of a land use designation change application
during the recently completed Comprehensive Plan and that the application was denied.
Mr. Trant stated that this developer had not been involved in that application, and noted that this proposal
would fall within the density range recommended for Low Density Residential.
Mr. Basic inquired about the possibility of using Jester’s Lane for access.
Mr. Chris Johnson stated that Jester’s Lane does not meet current VDOT standards and did not appear
feasible for access.
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Mr. Trant noted that this property is in the heart of a commercial center and is an infill property. This
proposal would be an efficient use of this land. Mr. Trant noted that the property has a buffer from Ford’s
Colony given the RPA and an existing Conservation Easement. Given the proposed placement of the
building on the parcel, it would also be buffered from lots in Powhatan Secondary.
Mr. Wright asked how long the project would be under construction.
Mr. Staub indicated an approximate timeframe of 12-13 months.
Mr. O’Connor asked about how much buffer there would be from WindsorMeade, given that community’s
past concern with adjacent development.
Mr. Trant stated that he was not sure of the exact amount, but that they would look at this issue.
Mr. O’Connor asked about the location of the parking.
Mr. Staub replied that the parking location had not yet been determined.
The DRC members and applicant discussed the topography of the site, the location of the existing berm
and the effect on visual impacts to WindsorMeade.
Mr. Trant stated that they will be seeking community outreach, including with WindsorMeade. He
indicated that they hope to address any possible concerns to the best of their ability.
Mr. O’Connor asked how much land disturbance there would be on the site.
Mr. Staub replied that it would be approximately one seventh of the site. Mr. Staub and the DRC members
discussed how the location of the building put it on the most central portion of the site where the most
developable land is located.
Mr. O’Connor asked what outside amenities would be provided.
Mr. Staub indicated that garden plots were very popular in their other communities, and that there might
be other features such as a dog park. He stated that walking paths around the perimeter of the building
would likely be popular in good weather.
Mr. O’Connor asked if this site was included in the Powhatan Secondary Master Plan.
Mr. Johnson stated that it was likely not, given the R-8 zoning, but that the vision had been for a school.
The DRC members and applicant discussed the possible location of an access road into the property and
its avoidance of wetland features.
Mr. Staub noted that one of their other developments was the centerpiece of a single-family housing
community and complemented the neighborhood very well.
Mr. Staub and Mr. Trant invited the DRC members to visit the Woodlands project.
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4.

ADJOURNMENT
On a motion by Ms. Bledsoe and a second by Mr. Wright, the meeting was adjourned at approximately
5:30 p.m.

__________________________
Chris Basic, Chairman

_________________________
Paul D. Holt, III, Secretary
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ATTACHMENTS:
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Agency Comments
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Committee
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Committee
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Johnson, Chris

Approved
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Secretary, DRC

Approved
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Approved

4/22/2016 - 3:56 PM

Secretary, DRC

Approved
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SITE PLAN-0104-2015. Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion
Staff Report for the April 27, 2016, Development Review Committee
SUMMARY FACTS
FACTORS FAVORABLE
Applicant:

Mr. Ryan Stephenson

Land Owner:

Williamsburg Landing Inc.

Proposal:

To expand the current Williamsburg Landing
development by building two previously
approved skilled nursing/memory care
buildings. The proposal also includes a
previously approved expansion of the
Woodhaven Building, as well small
additions to existing dining and parking
facilities. The DRC must review this
application as it proposes a group of
buildings exceeding 30,000 square feet
(Section 24-147 (a)(1)(c)).

1.

Staff finds the proposed expansions consistent with the adopted
master plan for Williamsburg Landing.

2.

The height of the proposed buildings complies with the existing
50-foot height waiver per James City County Case No. HW0004-2008.

3.

The Planning Director has reviewed architectural elevations, per
Condition No. 1 of SUP-0006-2015, and has found the
architecture consistent with the character of the existing
development.

4.

On January 12, 2016, the Board of Supervisors adopted the
resolution for James City County Case Nos. SUP-0006-2015/Z0004-2015, including the current Master Plan configuration
depicted in this application.

Location:

5560 Williamsburg Landing Drive

Tax Map/Parcel No.:

4820100003

Project Acreage:

+/- 50 acres

Zoning:

R-5, Multi-Family Residential, with proffers

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Comprehensive Plan:

Low Density Residential

Staff recommends preliminary approval of this application.

FACTORS UNFAVORABLE
1. None.

Primary Service Area: Inside

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Staff Contact:

The applicant has submitted a site plan (Attachment No. 1)
proposing the following improvements:

Roberta Sulouff, Planner I

This staff report is prepared by the James City County Planning Division to provide information to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors to assist them in making a recommendation on this application. It may be useful to members of the general public interested in this
application.
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SITE PLAN-0104-2015. Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion
Staff Report for the April 27, 2016, Development Review Committee
1.

One two-story, ±21,570-square-foot skilled nursing/memory
care building;

commencement of construction in 2011 under Case Nos. SUP-05-11
and again in 2014 under Case No. SUP-10-14.

2.

One one-story, ±21,760-square-foot skilled nursing/memory
care building;

3.

A ±16,125-square-foot addition to the existing Woodhaven
Building;

The proffers and conditions were again amended in 2015 under Case
No. SUP-0006-2015/Z-0004-2015, which approved the master plan
modifications shown on the current application, as well as a shift in
unit numbers with a small net increase of units allowed on site.

4.

Minor additions to the existing building, such as additions to the
dining area, totaling ±9,009 square feet;

RECOMMENDATION

5.

114 new parking spaces; and

6.

An internal walking path.

The proposed expansion would result in the addition of 63 skilled
nursing/memory care units and 21 assisted living units. These
additions are under the maximum caps set for each unit type and do
not represent any additional density beyond what has been
previously approved.
PLANNING AND ZONING HISTORY
In 1982, a portion of the Williamsburg Landing site was rezoned
from A-2, Limited Agriculture, to R-5, Multi-family Residential. In
1991, a portion of the site was rezoned from R-8 to PUD-R to allow
a 60-unit single-family development. Rezoning cases in 1993, 1995,
2001 and 2008 added property to the site, introduced proffers, and
approved single-family, nursing facilities for residence and/or care of
the aged, assisted living units and independent living units in the
overall development, with caps being established and amended. The
proffers and Special Use Permit (SUP) conditions were amended in
2008 and the applicant received SUP extensions for the

Staff recommends preliminary approval of this application, with final
approval subject to the addressing of any outstanding agency
comments.

RS/nb
SP0104-15WLndingWdhvnExp
Attachments:
1. SP-0104-2015, Sheet No. 2 (a full plan set will be available for
review at the April 27, 2016 meeting)
2. Agency Comments
3. Adopted Master Plan
4. Elevations

This staff report is prepared by the James City County Planning Division to provide information to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors to assist them in making a recommendation on this application. It may be useful to members of the general public interested in this
application.
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Development Management
101-A Mounts Bay Road
P.O. Box 8784
Williamsburg, VA 23187-8784
P: 757-253-6671
F. 757-253-6822
development.management@jamescitycountyva.gov
jamescitycountyva.gov
Building Safety and Permits
757-253-6620

Engineering and Resource Protection
757-253-6670

Planning
757-253-6685

Zoning Enforcement
757-253-6671

March 28, 2016
Mr. Ryan Stephenson
AES Consulting Engineers
5248 Olde Towne Road, Suite One
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
RE: SP-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion (Resubmittal)
Dear Mr. Stephenson,
Thank you for the opportunity to review the above referenced site plan. Planning staff has completed its review of
your most recent resubmittal, and offers the following comments:
Planning:
1. Please note that the James City County Board of Supervisors instituted a $250.00 fee for every review of a project
after the second resubmission and review. This means that this project shall be allowed ONE additional
submissions before the fee will be assessed.

2. DRC: Per our earlier discussion, this plan must be reviewed by the Development Review Committee (DRC) per
Sec. 24-147 of the JCC Zoning Ordinance. This plan has been tentatively scheduled for the April 27, 2016
meeting, which will be held at 4:00 PM in the large conference room of Building A at the County Complex. This
scheduling is pending the receipt of several items which the applicant has indicated (per responses #4 and #9 on
the applicant’s letter dated January 29, 2016) will be submitted under a “separate cover”.

3. Prior to final approval, please update the Coversheet to reference the existing Height Waiver, HW-0004-2008.
4. Elevations: Please provide architectural elevations to satisfy Condition #1 associated with SUP-10-14, which
stipulates that the Planning Direct must review the proposed development for consistency of character with the
Williamsburg Landing development as a whole.

5. Existing Parking: Though the response letter states that all parking has been redesigned to meet current
Ordinance standards, staff notes existing parking shown on Sheet 6 which is not in conformance. As this plan
proposes an increase in parking spaces which is over 15% of the existing provided parking, the existing parking
areas must also be brought into conformance with current Ordinance standards. You may request the a waiver of
this requirement according to the criteria outline in Sec. 24-55 (a)(3).

6.

Colonial Pipeline Easement: Please note that verification of permission by Colonial Pipeline to develop land
within the utility easement may be required prior to the issuance of a Land Disturbing Permit.

7. Zoning: Please see attached comments or visit CaseTrak.
8. Landscape Planner: Approved. Please see attached letter of approval, or visit CaseTrak.
JCSA: Please see attached comments or visit CaseTrak.
Building Safety and Permits: Approved. Please see attached letter of approval, or visit CaseTrak.

Engineering and Resource Protection: Comments are outstanding and will be forwarded upon receipt.
When the above and any outstanding comments have been incorporated into the plans, please submit ten (10) folded
paper copies and a letter detailing how the above items have been addressed. If I can be of further assistance, please
do not hesitate to contact me by email at Roberta.Sulouff@jamescitycountyva.gov, or by phone at 757-253-6783.
Sincerely,

Roberta Sulouff
Planner

SP-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion (Page2)

FIRE
SP-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion
FM, Kendall L. Driscoll Jr.
November 17, 2015

Site plan approved.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Roberta Sulouff, Planner

From:

Christy Parrish, CZA, Deputy Zoning Administrator (proffers/flood)

Date:

11/19/2015

Re:

SP-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion

I have reviewed SP-0104-2015 and offer the following comments:

1. Please refer to Z-0002-2008/ SUP-0018-2008/HW-0004-2008 for all proffers and
conditions associated with this case. Please note that amended proffers and
conditions are currently being reviewed under Z-0004-2015/SUP-0006-2015 and site
plan approval is contingent on that approval.
2. Below are the adjusted proffer amounts due after the completion of the final building
inspection but before issuance of any certificate of occupancy for each unit:
Proffer Amount

# of Units
59*

$796.59

*85- 26 units credit
(paid with SP-77-06 but were never constructed)

Proffer Type
Water supply
alternatives

3. Please be advised that James City County was issued new FEMA Flood Insurance
Rate Maps that will be effective 12-16-15. Please update the plan to reflect the
following:

INTEROFFICE MEMORAND UM

TO:

ROBERTA SULOUFF, PLANNER

FROM:

SCOTT WHYTE, SENIOR LANDSCAPE PLANNER II

SUBJECT:

SP-0104-2015, WILLIAMSBURG LANDING WOODHAVEN EXPANSION

DATE:

3/21/2016

I have reviewed the landscape plan for SP-0104-2015, Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven
Expansion and have found that the plan complies with all James City County landscape ordinance
requirements and is approved as submitted.

MEMORANDUM
Date:

March 24, 2016

To:

Roberta Sulouff, Planner

From:

Dion Walsh, JCSA Civil 1

Subject:

SP-0104-2015

Williamsburg Landing Woodhaven Expansion

James City Service Authority has reviewed these plans for general compliance with the JCSA
Standards and Specifications, Water Distribution and Sanitary Sewer Systems and has the
following comments for the above project you forwarded on March 17, 2016. Quality control and
back checking of the plans and calculations for discrepancies, errors, omissions, and conflicts is the
sole responsibility of the professional engineer and/or surveyor who has signed, sealed, and dated
the plans and calculations. It is the responsibility of the engineer or surveyor to ensure the plans
and calculations comply with all governing regulations, standards, and specifications. Before the
JCSA can approve these plans for general compliance with the JCSA Standards and Specifications,
the following comments must be addressed. We may have additional comments when a revised
plan incorporating these comments is submitted.
General Comments:
1. As-Built drawings for the water and sanitary sewer systems that were completed on the
previous project (JCC project #SP-0037-2010) and this project are to be done and approved
by JCSA prior to JCSA’s acceptance of the water and sewer system.
Comments for Easement Plat:
2. An approved easement plat will be required prior to the approval of this project.
3. Extinguishment of easements shall be done prior to plan approval.
4. Verify the need for the small bump-out in the existing easement (see sheet 8) that goes into
the handicap parking spots near a sidewalk. Perhaps this bump-out should be extinguished
also.
5. Proposed easements are shown on plan sheet 7 for the new section. Show these easements
on the plat.
6. Rotate the easement plat so North is pointing up. This not only will match the plan, but it is
good drafting practice and easier to visualize when looking at GIS mapping. (The North
arrow should never point below the horizon line.)
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Sheet 7:
7. The bends on the water main labeled 45 degrees at Sta. 19+38 and Sta. 18+53 do not
measure to be 45 degrees. Where possible, JCSA prefers the water main to be in the
quarter point of the road and away from the gutter. JCSA mark-up to be emailed to AES.
Revise 12” water main location around 2-story building.
8. Label the private gravity sewer and force main as “Private”.
9. Are the fire hydrants to be private? There is no JCSA easement shown for them. If the
hydrants are to be private, add the label “Private”.
Sheet 8:
10. Per previous comment: Per JCSA inspector, the 8” water main (shown within the
pavement of the parking area north of the assisted living addition) was never relocated
there. Revise plan. When the contractor completes the test holes you mentioned in the
response letter, revise plan to show correct location of the water main.
11. Per previous comment: The sewer manhole appears to have never been relocated and the
sewer main was not shortened (where the sewer easement was shortened). On the utility
sheet 8, show the location of and label with rim and inverts the existing manhole. Add
notes to remove existing manhole on this sheet.
12. Where is the domestic RPZ backflow device for the building addition? Where does the
water service tie into this section?
13. (Also commented on plat above) Verify the need for the small bump-out in the existing
easement that goes into the handicap parking spots near a sidewalk. Perhaps this bump-out
should be extinguished also.
14. Add to sheet 8 the Pump Station S.C.A.T. regulation note shown on sheet 7.
15. Add the note:
Sheet 15:
16. Show the 14” Colonial Pipeline symbol as 14” (not 6”).
17. There are two existing concrete slabs shown for the Colonial Pipeline. For clarification,
add a label stating “under water main” or “under force main”. I am assuming there is just
one slab under each main. Verify.
18. Show and label an ARV at the high points on the water main at approx. Sta. 13+75 and at
approx. Sta. 20+80 and the up station side where it goes under the 12” water main.
19. Show the leader calling out the private 2” force main pointing to the force main and not
the water main.
20. Show and label the 6” private sewer lateral where it crosses the water main.
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21. If any changes were made in the location of the bends as suggested (sheet 7) above, reflect
the changes on the profile.

Sheet 16:
22. Show and label an ARV at the high point on the water main at approx. Sta. 16+50 and on
the force main at approx. Sta. 13+60 and the up station side where it goes under the 12”
water main.
23. Verify the location of the high point in the water main near ARV at Sta. 16+50. It appears
the ARV is not at the high point. Revise if ARV is not shown at the high point.
24. The private force main profile was removed. Add it back to the profile sheet.
Sheets 20 & 21:
25. Verify items match with pump station calculation corrections (see below).
Sheet L-3.1:
26. There is a light pole shown very close to an existing fire hydrant located in an island at the
end of the parking lot north of the new building addition. There should be a minimum
distance of 5’ from the outside edge of the water main to the outside edge to the light pole.
Verify if there is minimum clearance.
Water Data Sheet:
27. Per previous comment: For the Peak Hour Demand, use the GPM from the Water Fixture
Units provided and back in the other quantities. According to the Fixture Count
Calculations for the 2-story building (for example), the Peak Hour Demand is 67 GPM.
Therefore the Average Day would be ¼ of that (=16.75 GPM) and the Max. Day Demand
would be 1.7 X the Average Day Demand (=28.5 GPM). Where did the 77.68 Peak Hour
Demand for the 2-story come from? Are you including irrigation? If so, irrigation
quantities would go under “Irrigation Demand”. The same goes for the other two
buildings.
28. Revise lengths of water main. No 8” pipe was listed. Where is there 4” pipe? Check all the
pipe lengths.

Please call me at 757-259-5457 if you have any questions or require any additional information.
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MDW/JCM/DPW

ENGINEERING AND RESOURCE PROTECTION REVIEW COMMENTS
Williamsburg Landing, Inc. – Woodhaven Expansion
COUNTY PLAN NO. SP – 104 – 15
April 12, 2016

General:
1.

A Standard Declaration of Covenants. This item is still pending.

2.

P2 Plan. This item is still pending and is needed prior to issuance of land disturbing permit.

3.

Interim Certification. Please include a note on the cover sheet or on BMP #6 detail sheet stating the
Interim Certification requirement.

Stormwater Management / Drainage:
4.

BMP #6.
a.

In accordance with the JCC BMP Guidelines, the gravel BMP access road should be a
minimum of 12’ wide and should extend to the riser. At present, the road is 10’ and narrows
at the dam to 8’. If 12’ to the riser presents a problem with down slope grading, 10’ along
the dam will be acceptable.

b. As SS#2-0 will not discharge with submerged conditions, provide appropriately sized rip rap
apron or other velocity dissipater configuration in order to minimize cutting and erosion.

Page 1 of 1
Assigned Planner: Roberta Sulouff

JCC Engineering and Resource Protection Division
SP-104-15; 2nd Review

Karolee Towe
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karolee Towe
Monday, March 28, 2016 11:39 AM
Roberta Sulouff
SP-0104-2015

Roberta,
I have reviewed SP‐0104‐2015, BS&P has no further comments at this time.
Thank you,
Karolee Towe
Assistant Building Official – Plan Review

Building Safety & Permits

101 Mounts Bay Road, Bldg. E
Williamsburg, VA 23187
Direct: 757‐253‐6618
Front Desk: 757‐253‐6626

jamescitycountyva.gov
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